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The cow head was on fire.  
 
To my left were two Honduran marines holding fully automatic M16’s, eyeing locals 
who stopped to stare. To my right were piles of explosives, ready to be set off later in the 
week.  
 
A flaming cow head hurtled through the air and landed a few feet in front of me, but to 
the left of our camera. My roommate Trey poured on more kerosene and picked up the 
head. He sniffed the air, wondering what that bad smell was. It took a moment before he 
realized it was his own burning flesh.  
 
I yelled action again, and the bloody skull launched at the lens.  
 
A little under two years ago, I made a short film with my high school students in Puerto 
Cortés, Honduras. I had been making movies for years before I took the teaching job that 
led me to Central America, shooting an array of shorts films, music videos, 
documentaries, and promos for non-profits. The short film I found myself lighting cow 
heads on fire for was an attempt to teach my new students how to tell a good story on 
screen. 
 
Over the past fifty years, film has become the medium through which we see the world. 
The way we visualize places we have not been, and understand places we have is 
primarily through the movies we see and the TV shows we watch. But up until this point, 
the way the western world has viewed the rest of the planet is largely through the lens of 
western filmmakers. Hotel Rwanda, Slumdog Millionaire, and Salvador are three 
examples of movies that have largely defined what Rwanda, India, and El Salvador are 
like for viewers, yet each were directed by either a British or U.S. filmmaker.   
 
Movies about the non-western world must be made by non-western filmmakers. Power is 
held by the storytellers – whether they’re politicians, journalists, or artists – and the 
developing world must control its own narrative if it can ever control its own destiny. 
Spike Lee, the black American filmmaker, once used a similar argument to convince 
Norman Jewison, who is white, to give him the reigns to the film adaptation of The 
Autobiography of Malcolm X, reasoning that only a black man could make a movie about 
one of the most polarizing black activists in American history. Jewison agreed.  
 
By teaching kids in Honduras and Guatemala how to make movies, I hope we’re taking a 
step in this direction. El Cabro en la Lavadora, the short film we made in Honduras, 
premiered at the San Diego Film Festival at the end of September, and another short I 
made with my students here in Xela will be submitted to festivals this December. Maybe 



one of these kids, while standing on set or seeing their work on the big screen will 
suddenly realize that this is where they’re supposed to be. I hope these experiences lead 
some of them towards a future in filmmaking, and that the act of creation will spark a fire 
within them. 
 
And hopefully, that fire will not end up burning their flesh. 


